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ABSTRACT

Recently, persistent catastrophic issues and

advancements in science and technology have

increased the need for disaster research. In this

study, we propose a deep learning-based framework

that distinguishes disaster images from large-scale

datasets, thereby providing access to disaster-related

image data. To construct an accurate dataset for our

framework, disaster images were manually collected

and labeled from various open datasets. Image

generation and augmentation techniques were used to

supplement the insufficient training dataset and

enhance the classifier training of our classification

framework. We built a classification framework that

demonstrates over 99% accuracy in classification

experiments using open datasets.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

In recent years, significant advancements have been

made in the fields of image retrieval and captioning,

primarily through transformer models[1] and

contrastive language-image pretraining learning

frameworks[2]. The development of these models[1,2]

has been applied to various fields such as medical

care, economy, and transportation. However, their

application in the disaster field has been minimal.

For optimal learning in a specific field, a sufficient

quantity of related data is essential[3]. The major

challenges in the disaster field are the lack of specific

disaster-related data and the difficulty of extracting

proper disaster images from large-scale daasets.

Specifically, an insufficient and low quality of image

data for model training leads to overfitting issues.

Therefore, conducting research related to disaster

situations requires not only the collection of adequate

disaster images, but also the labor-intensive and

time-consuming task of clearly classifying and

labeling them.

To address the challenges in collecting labeled

disaster research data, we propose an automatic

disaster image classification framework designed to

create and expand disaster image datasets. Our

classification framework efficiently classified disaster

data from large-scale datasets, as evidenced by the

experimental results. The disaster datasets obtained

using our framework are widely used in disaster

research.

Ⅱ. Proposed method

2.1 Dataset
Images related to disaster keywords were collected

from well-known benchmark datasets, such as

MS-COCO[4], Open Images Dataset V4[5], and

Flickr30k[6], and supplemented with images sourced

from the web. We defined representative keywords

related to disaster situations as fire, earthquake,

tempest, thunderstorm, fog, and snowstorms.

Annotation captions and disaster scenario keywords

were used for seperating disaster images from

benchmark datasets. However, incorporated images

that lack relevance to disaster situations inevitably
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require manual classification for refinement purposes.

To address the limitations of the existing datasets, we

employed web crawling techniques that target images

corresponding to representative disaster-related

keywords.

Preprocessing was performed to standardize the

dimensions of the collected disaster images by

resizing them to a consistent resolution of 512 × 512

pixels. Subsequently, as shown in Figure 1, we

employed a range of augmentation techniques to

address the overfitting issues resulting from limited

data, including contrast adjustment, image rotation,

and horizontal flipping[7]. Finally, we refined the

images by cropping them to 256 × 256 pixels and

focused on extracting essential information from the

central regions of the images.

In addition, a disaster image was created using a

stable diffusion model[8], which is a text-to-image

generation model that has recently shown excellent

performance.

The text required for image generation was

obtained using captions related to disaster keywords

from the MS-COCO[4], Open Images[5], and

Flickr30k[6] annotations. This study sets itself apart

from conventional image classifier training

methodologies by leveraging generated disaster image

data as a training resource.

Fig. 1. Example of an original collected disaster image,
alongside its augmented and generated versions.

2.2 Framework
As shown in Figure 2, our framework comprises

preprocessing, a model architecture, and an

auto-labeling process. We utilized disaster image data

sourced from both benchmark datasets and the web,

augmented and generated images as inputs for the

model architecture. Our approach is distinct from

traditional image classifier training because it

leverages disaster images generated through a

text-to-image model within the training data,

emphasizing the key differentiation from conventional

methodologies.

After preprocessing, Images with a resolution of

256 × 256 pixels were used as inputs for the model

architecture. The architecture's baseline model

utilized Inception-ResNet-v2[9], which is known for its

exceptional image classification performance in 2017.

A fully connected layer comprising of two nodes was

added for non-disaster and disaster image

classification. The training process involved

fine-tuning all layers, including the baseline model

and the additional layer. This process ultimately

results in the labeling of non-disaster and disaster

images.

Ⅲ. Experiments

Our experiments were conducted on Ubuntu 20.04

LTS using NVIDIA RTX 3070 and NVIDIA RTX

3060TI GPUs in parallel.

Table 1 lists the disaster image datasets used in

this study. Excluding text-to-image generated images,

we divided the 2,055 images into an approximately

4:1 train-test split. The initial 554 disaster images of

the benchmark datasets were physically augmented to

7,174 images, and 3,437 images were generated using

the diffusion model, resulting in 10,057 disaster

images for model training. For non-disaster images,

we collected 60,000 images from benchmark datasets.

To tune the learning process, by employing k-fold

cross-validation, the total training dataset of 70,057

images was divided into a 4:1 ratio, testing 20,000

random non-disaster images from Open Images[5] and

400 designated disaster images.

Fig. 2. Proposed Process of Disaster Image Classification
Framework.
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Table 2 presents the performance of the proposed

classifier for disaster image classification on the test

and benchmark datasets. Test data were produced

using the method described in Table 1. Each

benchmark dataset included all disaster images

collected from the datasets for training and testing

purposes. High performance in terms of accuracy was

observed because of the small proportion of disaster

images within these extensive datasets. The macro F1

score was comparatively lower than the other metrics,

which was attributed to the imbalance between the

non-disaster and disaster images in the test dataset.

Consequently, Open Images Dataset V4[5], which has

the most significant imbalance, had the lowest F1

score. The average F1 score of the benchmark datasets

was lower than that of the test dataset, possibly due

to the test dataset contraining a number of

disaster-related images.

Ⅳ. Conclusion

The study of disaster situations requires consistent

research across various fields. In line with this, we

anticipate that our disaster classification framework

for collecting disaster image data will play a crucial

role. By streamlining the collection and labeling of

disaster data, this classifier aids in advancing deep

learning applications, including image retrieval and

captioning. Our future research will focus on

automatic disaster classification based on various

keywords, aiming to promote its application in the

disaster field through advancements in deep learning.
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